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Related issues option accessible during issue creation
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Assignee:  % Done: 0%
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Target version:    

Resolution:    

Description

Often happens that user creates new issue and knows that this issue is somehow related to another issue.

Currently one has to create issue and then add related issues.

This should be possible during creation of the issue.

Kind regards

Related issues:

Related to Redmine - Feature #1881: Add related issue New 2008-09-10

Related to Redmine - Feature #16098: On relation change/add notification setting New

Related to Redmine - Patch #987: Create relation for new issue New 2008-04-03

Has duplicate Redmine - Feature #8440: Allow user to add "related issues" als... Closed 2011-05-25

History

#1 - 2010-04-05 00:41 - Mischa The Evil

Added issue-relation to issue #1881. Shouldn't it be marked as a duplicate? Hmm... Maybe...

#2 - 2010-04-05 01:05 - Felix Schäfer

Mischa The Evil wrote:

Added issue-relation to issue #1881. Shouldn't it be marked as a duplicate? Hmm... Maybe…

 Nope, they have 2 distinct scopes: #1881 is "i am viewing an issue and would like to create a related issue with a single click" and this here is "i am

creating a new issue and would like to add a relation to an existing issue on the creation form". I agree that if this feature request is implemented, 

#1881 would be quite trivial as you would only have to make the Create a related issue link autofill the "related issue" field on the creation view, but

they don't have the same scope.

#3 - 2010-05-10 21:16 - Steve Overton

+1. This would be a benefit.

#4 - 2010-05-11 09:39 - Eraldo Girardi

+1

#5 - 2010-09-16 14:48 - Alain V.

+1

Would improve the workflow.

#6 - 2014-12-27 04:50 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Related to Feature #16098: On relation change/add notification setting added

#7 - 2015-06-04 07:57 - Kevin Palm

+1 This could not only improve the workflow, but also minimize the amount of sent notification emails (one mail for creation, not one for creation + one

for every relation you make afterwards)

#8 - 2015-07-23 00:07 - Michael Orlitzky

+1 Pretty please. Issues don't get marked as related because nobody wants to spam the entire team with emails.
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#9 - 2016-07-29 16:34 - JW Fuchs

+1

The way issue relations currently need to be added, a lot of emails get sent out. It would significantly reduce spam if issues could get linked upon

creation with a single action.

#10 - 2016-08-25 16:43 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Related to Patch #987: Create relation for new issue added

#11 - 2016-08-25 16:47 - Toshi MARUYAMA

- Has duplicate Feature #8440: Allow user to add "related issues" also when creating a new issue added

#12 - 2018-03-26 18:03 - Sergey Gnuskov

+1
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